NDLC 2018-2019 SCHOOL SUPPLY LIST

Agenda: $2.25 (Grades 1-2) ($2.45 Grades 3-4) - School Fees: $20.00 (All Grades)

We understand school supplies can be costly. Please feel comfortable purchasing off-brand items for your child. If you need help with school supplies, please contact the school office to hear about available resources.

FOUR YEAR OLD KINDERGARTEN

DO NOT LABEL THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:
1-10 Count Box of Crayola Thick Markers (AM)
1-Box of 24 Crayola Crayons (PM)
1-Crayola Watercolor 8 Count Paint Set
2- Glue Sticks
2-Dry Erase Expo Markers (Colors are OK!) (AM)
3-Thin Black Dry Erase Expo Markers (PM)
1-Pair of Fiskars BLUNT Tip Scissors
1-Box Gallon Ziploc Bags (AM Students Only)
1-large Box of Kleenex (PM Students Only)
1-Roll of Tape- Either Masking, Scotch or Painters Tape

LABELED ITEMS:
1-LARGE Backpack
Big enough for a Folder – (NO WHEELS)
2-Two-Pocket, Bottom Loading Folders
Morning: One of the 2 Folders should be Green
Afternoon: One of the 2 Folders should be Blue
1-Set of Extra Clothes Stored in Backpack

STEAM:
1- Box of Toothpicks

KINDERGARTEN

DO NOT LABEL THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:
2-Packs of Post-It Notes 3x3
1-Large Box of Kleenex
1-Box of 24 Crayola Crayons
2-JUMBO Glue Sticks
1-Pair of Fiskar’s BLUNT Tip Scissors
4-Chisel Tip Dry Erase EXPO Marker-BLACK only
1-10 Count Boxes of Classic Crayola Markers (Please No Bold or Pastel)
1-10 Count Box of Classic Crayola “Thin” Markers (Please No Bold or Pastel)
1-Box of Gallon Ziploc Bags
1-Pack Black Pens
1-3 Ring Binder 1” (White)
100 + Plain Paper Plates

LABELED ITEMS:
2-Composition Notebook
Art Shirt-Adult Size Plain any Color T-Shirt
(Write your child’s name in marker on the front and back of the shirt)
2-Plastic Coated 2 Pocket Folder with 3 Prong Insert (No Pictures Please)
1-LARGE Backpack (NO WHEELS)
Gym Shoes, Velcro Preferred – These may be old shoes, but please be sure that they have been cleaned up. We will keep them at school.
(Labeled heels with your child’s name)

STEAM:
1-Roll of 1” Masking Tape

FIRST GRADE

DO NOT LABEL THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:
1-Large Box of Kleenex
1-Box of 24 Crayons
1-Large Glue Stick
1-Box Colored Pencils (12)
1-Pack of 3X5 White Lined Notecards
1-Clean Sock to Use as an Eraser for Dry Erase Boards
36-#2 Pencils, Sharpened
2-Pink Erasers
8-Packages Post-It Notes 3”x3”
2-10-12 Count Box of Classic Crayola Markers
4- Black Low Odor Dry Erase Markers
6- Black Flair Tip Pens
2-Boxes of Ziploc Sandwich Bags (A-M)
1-Box of 2 Gallon Ziploc Sandwich Bags (N-Z)

LABELED ITEMS:
1- Pair of Fiskar’s BLUNT Tip Scissors
1-Plastic Two Pocket Plain Folders-Pockets on the Bottom
4-Spiral Notebooks-Wide Rule
1-LARGE Backpack (NO WHEELS)
Art Shirt-Adult Size Plain any Color T-Shirt
You May use Last Year’s Shirt
(Write your child’s name in marker on the front and back of the shirt)
Tennis Shoes (Put child’s name on these as they will remain in school)
No Trapper Keepers, Please

STEAM: 1- Set of Crayola Classic Washable Markers (Broad Tip)
SECOND GRADE

DO NOT LABEL THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:
1-Large Box of Kleenex
1-Box of 24 Crayons
1-Clean Sock to Use as an Eraser for Dry Erase Boards
1-Box of 24-#2 Pencils, Sharpened
1-Box Colored Pencils (12) -Sharpened
6-Packages Post-It Notes 3"x3"
1-Box of Ziploc Sandwich Bags
100+ Drinking Straws
1-Package of Unlined Index Cards 3X5

LABELED ITEMS:
1- Pair of Fiskar's BLUNT Tip Scissors
3-Plastic Two Pocket Folders
4-Black Dry Erase Markers
3-Spiral Notebooks-Wide Rule
1-LARGE Backpack (NO WHEELS)

Art Shirt-Adult Size any Color T-Shirt
You May use Last Year's Shirt
(Write your child's name in marker on the front and back of the shirt)

Tennis Shoes (Put child's name on these as they will remain at school) these may be old shoes, but please be sure that they have been cleaned up.

No Trapper Keepers, Please

STEAM:
1- Bag of Rubber Bands

THIRD GRADE

DO NOT LABEL THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:
4-Skinny Dry Erase Markers
4-Black Dry Erase Markers
2-Large Boxes of Kleenex
1-Box of 24 Crayons
1-Clean Sock to Use as an Eraser for Dry Erase Boards
2-Boxes of Black Bic Pens
1-Box of Blue Bic Pens
1-Box of Red Bic Pens
2-Large Glue Sticks
8-Packages Post-It Notes 3"x3"
6-Composition Books (These will be shared)
1-Spiral Notebook
1-Pack of Loose Leaf Paper
2-Highlighters
6-Plastic Folders
1-Box of Snack Bags
1-Pack of Colored Variety Construction Paper
Non-Lines Index Cards

LABELED ITEMS:
1- Pair of Fiskar's BLUNT Tip Scissors
1-LARGE Backpack (NO WHEELS)

Art Shirt-Adult Size any Color T-Shirt
You May use Last Year's Shirt
(Write your child's name in marker on the front and back of the shirt)

Tennis Shoes (Put child's name on these as they will remain at school)

STEAM:
1-Bag of Craft Sticks

FOURTH GRADE

DO NOT LABEL THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:
1-Clean Sock to Use as an Eraser for Dry Erase Boards
1-Pack of 8 Skinny Crayola Markers
4-Skinny Black Dry Erase Markers
1-Pack of 10 Bic Pens
8-Packages Post-It Notes 3"x3"
5-Composition Books
2-Highlighters
1-Pair of Scissors
5-Plastic Two Pocket Folders (All 3 hole punched)
1-Spiral Notebook
1-Pack of Felt-tip Paper Mate Flair Pens (8 or More)
1-Roll of Scotch Tape
1-1 Inch 3 Ring Binder –For Music
2- Gluesticks
1-Box of Quart Size Ziploc Bags

LABELED ITEMS:
1-LARGE Backpack (NO WHEELS)

Art Shirt-Adult Size any Color T-Shirt
You May use Last Year's Shirt
(Write your child's name in marker on the front and back of the shirt)

Tennis Shoes (Put child's name on these as they will remain in school)

STEAM:
1-Roll of Scotch Tape